


Eligibility:

The competition is open for all students who have completed at least Level 1 before 1st April

2021.

The last level completed as of 1st April 2021 would be used for participation.

Categories: The participant will be allotted only one category based on their last level

completed. For e.g.: - A student who has completed Level 3 and currently is in Level 4 will

participate in Level 3 category.

This will not be changed in any case. Only one project can be submitted by the student and

under no circumstances will the student be allowed to participate in 2 categories (Please see the

FAQ section for further details).



Topic: The project can be made on any topic of your choice. Be innovative. Give a suitable and

attractive name to the Project.

Model: The project must be an electronically working model (not just construction). Kindly make sure

the project is not a standard design from any levels. It should have proper application with art and

craft involved for presentation.



Construction: The participants must use the electronic components from the kits provided

to them during their levels and can also combine kits of previous levels.

For e.g.: - A student completed Level 3 and is in Level 4 will participate in Level 3 category

and can use parts from Level 1,2 & 3 but not from Level 4.

The participants can use external building/construction/stationery materials in their

project. Please ensure no additional/external electronic parts are used other than those

provided in the kit as this will lead to disqualification.



Video & picture: Please submit a video & 5 pictures of the project with the participant in it. The
project video should not be longer than 3 minutes. The last date to send the videos & pictures is
24th May, 2021. You can submit your project to the respective center before the deadline.

Deadline to Submit: 24th May - 5 pm -Online.

Registration Deadline: 24th April, 2021

Registration Fee: $30 (Contact your center for completing the registration)

Winner Announcement : 3rd June

Innovators Hub (Live Sessions) - 7th -13th June 



Winning Parameters - EPIIC:

(Each parameter will be marked on a scale from 1 to 10)

❖ Execution (working efficiency, user friendly)

❖ Presentation (communication, confidence, video)

❖ Ideation (Clarity, research, use)

❖ Innovation (uniqueness, futuristic)

❖ Creation (design - shape, colour, materials, elements).



TOP 5% of each category will move to INNOVATORS HUB

INNOVATORS HUB: -

The participant has to demonstrate the project online which will be evaluated by the judges.

(The Dates for the Live session will be declared by 1st week of June, 2021 )

The project has to be in working condition.

The participant will have to prepare a sales pitch and explain the use of the project and the scalability for its

use in the near future.

An external judge, will then ask a series of questions pertaining to the project and will decide the winner

based on EPIIC and overall presentation.



AWARDS:

❖ Each participant will get a Certificate.

❖ TOP 20% of each category will get a Merit Trophy.

❖ Top 5 % of each category will get a Winner Trophy

(Champion & Runners-up)

❖ Champion of each category will also get a Cash reward.

Level 1, 2 & 3 - $50 each

Level 4, 5 & 6 - $150 each





Q1. How a category is allotted to a participant?

A: E.g., you have completed level 4 and studying in level 5. You can then select level 4 only.

Note: Only one category can be selected, you cannot participate in 2 categories.

Q2. Can a participant register with two projects?

A: No. Each participant shall register himself/herself with one project only. In case you have two

projects then register with the best one from your side. 1 project - 1 category

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)



Q3. Can a participant use an extra component from someone else’s kit?

A: No. They are allowed to use only the set of components they get in the kit. However, they can

keep a spare part with them, but it should not be a part of their project. This may lead to

disqualification.

Q4. Can a participant use parts from higher level kit?

A: No. The participants only can use the kits of the category in which they are making that project.

For example, if a participant has completed level 4 and is in Level 5 then he/she makes a level 4

project, he/she will not be allowed to use any parts from level 5 kit. This may lead to

disqualification. However, the participant can use the kits from lower level i.e. level 1, 2 & 3 in this

case. For more information, look at the table in below.



Category LEVEL KIT

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6                 

L1 project ✓

L2 project ✓ ✓

L3 project ✓ ✓ ✓

L4 project ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L5 project ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L6 project ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓



Q5. What all things a participant must present during the competition?

A: The participant must have the whole project along with all the materials and components

ready and present the use and working of the project in the video. Also show a demo of the

working project.

Q6. What if 2 participants display same project? How will the winner be decided?

A: The winner will be decided on various parameters by the judge. Idea of the project is one of

the parameters. The creativity, presentation, working, and application showed by a participant

will help them to decide winner in all cases.



Q7. What are video submission guidelines?

A: The video must not be longer than 3 minutes. Take the video in landscape mode on your

phone/any device. Explain the project focussing on the parameters we have shared (EPIIC)

Q8. What are picture submission guidelines?

A. Please take pictures of the project, project + participant (please ensure that the picture has

been taken from a closer distance). Kindly take pictures in landscape mode and submit 5 pictures

in jpg or png format only. Please take good pictures with clear background as we will upload the

pictures of the participant & the project on our website.

Q9. Is it a team competition or individual?

A: The competition is only for individuals and not for groups/teams.



Q10. Is there any registration fee for the competition?

A: Yes. The registration fee is $30.

Q11. When and how will we come to know about the winners?

A: The winners will be announced on our official website www.obotz.ca. The dates are : -

Think Out of Book - 3rd June

Innovators Hub Winner - 15th June

*Kindly go through the document properly. We have tried to cover all the questions and queries

you may face. In case any query is not covered in this document, you can contact the center for

more information.




